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	Body of Abstract: The topic of this dissertation is to investigate the particularities of biological self assembly (i.e. how cells and tissues organize themselves into organ structures) and, through proof of concept experiments, it shows how the properties of tissues and their interaction with extracellular matrices can be exploited to build three dimensional tissue structures of prescribed shape. Tissues composed of adhesive and motile cells mimic the behavior of viscoelastic liquids, the liquid analogy on the global scale has been useful to explain morphogenetic cell rearrangements encountered in embryogenesis. We extended our studies beyond the tissue level and demonstrated (to our knowledge for the first time) that the liquid like behavior manifests also on the cellular scale. We exploited the concept of tissue liquidity to engineer tissue structures of relevant geometries encountered in the living organism. Embedding model tissue fragments in the form of spherical cell aggregates into biocompatible hydrogels, we demonstrated that by optimizing the cell-cell and cell-gel interactions long lived tissue structures can be built. The results of these proof of concept experiments were employed in the development of a rapid prototyping technique, “bioprinting”. Due to their liquid like properties aggregates can be regarded as “bioink” droplets. We developed a protocol and a special cutting device to produce standard aggregate size and customized the hardware and software of the bioprinter to improve the accuracy of embedding. Our experiments and modeling efforts represent a novel approach to tissue engineering, an important step toward building complex organ modules via biological self-assembly. 
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